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Creating the perfect working environment is all about
striking a balance between creativity, comfort, and
convenience.
While your interior design is certainly a big part of it, individual elements like window film can
help you tie everything together with its range of commercial benefits.
Today, by installing film over your windows, glass partitions, walls and doors, you can brand
your office, create a comfortable space for employees to work in without the glare and
external distractions, and ensure your team’s comfort by insulating it during the winter and
shielding rays of sun during the summer.
What’s more, you can also enjoy greater cost savings in the form of lower utility bills.

With solar control
window film, you can
block up to 99% of UV
rays, lower your utility
bills and maintenance
costs, and limit solar
glare on digital screens.

If these are all outcomes you’re interested in, here are some of the best window film solutions
for working environments!

Solar control window film
The increase of solar heat in commercial buildings can lead to a host of issues. When your
windows are unshielded, you can expect complications like:
 Health problems including skin and eye issues owing to the level and intensity of UV rays
penetrating your windows.
 Wear and tear in upholstery and furnishings as a result of unfiltered sunlight.
 Uncontrollable heat gain and loss through windows, leading to discomfort, high utility
costs, and an unproductive space.
Today, these are all problems that you can combat using solar window film. With it, you can
block up to 99% of UV rays, lower your utility bills and maintenance costs, and limit solar
glare on digital screens.

Security window film
Security window film acts as an additional layer that protects vulnerable surfaces like glass
doors and windows.
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This heavy-duty film can limit damage to windows during catastrophic events like explosions
or natural disasters by bracing the glass against the impact. It’s the perfect addition to
buildings located in disaster-prone areas and for buildings that require higher levels of
security against various forms of vandalism and crime.

Casper cloaking window film
Commercial spaces are often a hub of vital data you can’t afford to lose; today, data security
and privacy need to be treated with extreme caution.
Unfortunately, with the sophistication of technology comes an increase in cyber theft and
other types of cybercrime, leaving office buildings—particularly ones with a predominantly
glass facade—vulnerable to thieves who might steal information from your digital screens.

Security window film is
the perfect addition for
buildings that require
higher levels of security
against various forms of
vandalism and crime.

To prevent this, you can try a Casper cloaking film; window film that’s designed to shield and
blackout digital screens for anyone looking in from the outside.

Decorative window film
Tired of the same old minimalist design for modern workplaces?
The good news is that with decorative window film, you can create a more distinctive look
without overwhelming your space with various design elements that rob your productivity.
Today, decorative window film comes in different patterns and colors, giving you greater
control over the aesthetics of your space; it also ensures you don’t miss out on all the
amazing benefits of commercial tinting solutions.

Bird safety window film
Given that they are unable to distinguish between the reflection on the window and the real
image, migratory birds that pass through cities or heavily populated areas often run the risk
of fatal accidents when their routes are blocked by tall buildings and skyscrapers.
The purpose of a bird safety window film is to prevent these encounters; the film comes with
a special pattern, preventing reflections that would misguide the birds into flying into it.
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Switchable smart glass film
This type of smart solution is perfect if you’re looking for a flexible way to maintain a sense of
privacy and openness simultaneously.
If your office requires a very high level of security, but you don’t want to invest in blinds and
curtains that might darken your rooms—and prefer natural light for the majority of the
time—this is the perfect solution.
When you install smart film solutions in your office rooms and conference halls, you can turn
the glass opaque whenever you want with just a quick flip of a switch.

Keep your commercial spaces comfortable, productive and pleasant
When you equip your workspace with expertly installed commercial window film, it’s easier to
boost your energy savings and contribute to a greener and healthier work environment.

When you install smart
film in your office rooms
and conference halls, you
can turn the glass
opaque whenever you
want with just a quick
flip of a switch.

In doing so, make sure you’re working with reputed film manufacturers and recognized
installers to enjoy incredible ROI on a worthy investment for your property!
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